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What does research say about how to maximize net benefits of  state 
economic development policies? 

1. Benefits per job created depend on how they affect local 
employment rate. 

2. Costs per job created are lower for business services than for 
business incentives, but cash easier to expand. 

3. Benefits of  economic development policies are greater from 
comprehensive and locally-customized policies, rather than 
single programs or projects. 
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Benefits of local job creation largely depend upon how it affects local employment-to-population ratio (“employment rate”), and targeting and design of state incentive policies and other economic development policies can alter employment rate effects per job. Job creation can be achieved more “cost-effectively” (lower cost per job actually induced) via business services than by handing out cash via incentives, but it is easier to hand out cash – which has both plusses and minuses. Benefits of economic development policies are greater from comprehensive and locally-customized policies, rather than single programs or projects. 



Point 1: Main benefits of  local job creation come from increasing 
employment rate, with these effects relatively small, on average, 
compared to in-migration effects
• On average, 15% of  new jobs increase local employment rate. 

• 85% of  new jobs increase in-migration.

• In-migration effects are so high because of  hiring along job 
vacancy chains created when firms hire already-employed 
residents.  

• Social and fiscal benefits of  new jobs much greater if  they 
increase employment rate more. 
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In average local labor market, between 10-20% of new jobs are reflected in higher employment rate, remaining 80-90% boost population via in-migration. New jobs directly are filled by (1) employed residents; (2) non-employed residents; (3) in-migrants. But (1) leads to job vacancies, which are filled in same 3 ways. At end of vacancy chains, jobs affect resident employment rate and in-migration, depending on who is hired along the vacancy chain. Social benefits of new jobs greater from emp rate than in-migration. Higher emp rate directly increases earnings per capita, and also increases real wages. Higher emp rate & earnings per cap reduces substance abuse, crime, & family break-ups. Fiscal benefits of jobs higher if boost emp rate more. Because state/local revenue tends to rise with employment, but public service needs ride w/ population, higher emp/pop ratio boosts revenue more than needed spending. 



Higher proportion of  jobs go to non-employed residents in distressed areas
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Local jobs will boost employment rate more by improving job 
access in distressed neighborhoods
• Hires of  local non-employed can be increased by “job access 

services”.

• “Job access services”: not just public transit, also reliable used 
cars, child care, workforce development services.  

• “Job access services” have greater benefits if  we target distressed 
neighborhoods. 



Point 2: Business services cheaper per job; incentives easier to expand
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Incentives have high costs because many costs affect business decisions, so it is hard to sway business location decisions. “Business services” (infrastructure, training, advice) can provide services with value much greater than costs.  But business services harder to scale up at high quality, while cash is easier to expand – which is both good and bad.  



Point 3: Comprehensive and locally-customized services to create jobs 
and improve job access have synergistic benefits.
• Job creation boosted more by improving all business inputs.  

• Employment rates boosted more by combining job creation with 
job access. 

• The “Michigan economy” is a collection of  diverse local 
economies. 

• One size does not fit all: one service does not help all local 
economies.   
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Some areas most need more business sites, some better infrastructure, some more highly-trained workers, some better business advices. Some neighborhoods most need more child care centers, others public transit, others reliable used cars, others better access to workforce programs



Conclusion: Key is targeting & customized local strategies.

• Should state devote greater proportion of  economic 
development budget to services? Yes but….

• Should state expand economic development budget? Maybe….

• Economic development has higher benefit/cost ratio if  targeted 
at distressed local labor markets and neighborhoods. 

• Costs/job lower from services, but better is funding customized 
local strategies. 
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Both can work, but key issue are whether those services and incentives are well targeted and part of well-designed customized local strategies. Economic development policies have bigger effect per $ if targeted at job creation in distressed local labor markets, and job access for distressed neighborhoods. Economic development has bigger effect per $ from comprehensive strategies that are customized to diverse needs of Michigan’s many local economies.  This requires going beyond cash incentives to fund business services and job access services that are part of overall local strategy. 
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